
Porter Cable version

Grizzly version

14-inch ‘Import’ Band Saw

Manufacturer:
Hung Li Hsing Electric Works Co., Ltd.
No. 48, Lane 493, Sec. 3 Chung Shan Road
Tantze, Taichung, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Tel: 886-4-25321173*226-230
Fax: 886-4-25325748 
E-mail: ylh@elephant.com.tw
http://www.elephant.com.tw

I was told at one time that Delta had
designed a 14" utility bandsaw but that
patent protection had run out. I’ve seen
pictures of bandsaws of similar design dated
in the 1940s. That left it open for copying
and the Taiwanese company, above, copied
it and, today, manufacture it for Delta and a
variety of other brands. (???)

My bandsaw is dated 1985 and the model is
WA-14M. It is interesting to note that Hung Li
Hsing still calls their model WA-14. My
bandsaw carries the brand name BusyBee
but the model number is the same and all
the knobs carry the elephant logo of Hung Li
Hsing. Most companies now specify their
own logos on the knobs.

I’ve also run across an ad for “House of
Tools” where they advertise a “TEC WA-14M
bandsaw.” It is identical to mine. It was “on
sale” for $379.95. Perhaps that will help date things a bit. Options
included a 6" riser for $39.95.

Harbor Freight sells a “Central Machine 14-inch four speed
woodworking bandsaw.” Their manual is below. It is a slightly
updated WA-14.

Common identifying marks:

This bandsaw comes in a variety of
shapes and sizes. The dead give away
is the roundness of the top and bottom
covers. The other identifying mark
would be the frame and fork that makes
the yoke to hold and allow the
adjustment of the upper wheel. It is
visible from in this picture.

Bases can be closed, partially closed,
completely open and completely open
with the motor mounted on top of the
stand instead of below it. 

This machine is available with a variety
of wheel sizes either 12", 14" or 15". The
trunions seem to be common but the
tables can be a broad range of sizes
and options. SteelCity’s are granite.

Some have direct pullies from the
motor to the bottom drive wheel and

others have an intermediate idler wheel to provide a broader
speed range. European versions have different speed setups than
North American ones. 50Hz and 60Hz also have different speeds.

Forms:

This bandsaw comes in a variety of forms and uses. Firstly, it is a
woodworking bandsaw. Change the blade and it becomes one of
the staples in machine shops. Change the blade, the table and
close in the base and it can be found in many abattoirs and butcher
shops.

Sources of Information:

In Canada, R&D Bandsaws is an excellent provider of parts for this
“class’ of saws. Ask for “import” parts.



Please note parts diagrams may not be included in the manual for
your saw. Don’t be afraid to look in another manual. The parts are
that similar.

New Twist:

I was looking through Alibaba.com and came across an interesting
photo of a saw made by Xcheng Electronics Limited. 

No other information shows up for this company except that a Dr.
X. Cheng has received several patents for nanotechnologies. A
long way from making bandsaws.

What I find most curious is that although this saw isn’t identical in
appearance, it is identical in function. All of the same components
are present and they appear to be identical. There may be slight
differences in measurements of the individual pieces or their
cosmetics but they’re all there. Somehow I can’t think that this is a
totally different saw.

In the absence of other information I’m going to define the Delta
type as the “round top” and the other versions as the “flat top.”

This is their picture and their specifications listing:

Nine-spoke precision-balanced wheels.
Full 16"x16" cast-iron table tilts 45 degrees
right and 3 degrees left for bevelling

Specifications
Motor: 1 HP, 120/240V (Wired 120V), 1
Phase, 60 Hz
Blade Width: max 3/4"
Blade Length:

Min 91-1/2"; max 94"; Standard 93-1/2"; 
Length (with 28-984 height attachment): 

max 106"; min 103-1/2"; Standard 105"
Speeds: 2,500/3,300 SFPM
Capacity Blade to Frame: 13-3/4"
Capacity Under Guide and Wheel: 6-1/4"; 

with 28-984 height attachment: 12-1/4"
Table Size: 16"x16"
Table Tilt: Right-45 degrees; Left-3 degrees

Table Height: 42-3/4"
Height: 65-1/2"
Width: 31"
Depth: 17-1/2"
Weight: 201 lbs
Shipping Weight: 250 lbs

What I find most interesting is that they list Festool as one of their
customers for a track saw. And here I thought Festool was
something special. Just like Rolex, just repackaged someone else’s
efforts with a whopping price tag.

Upgrading your bandsaw

Just in case you think that you’ve got a “dead end” tool, you can
get enough add-ons to upgrade your bandsaw to premium level
with no difficulty. There is one exception, the SteelCity granite
parts may not be available.

The company that can provide a broad spectrum of parts is Carter
Products Company, Inc. 

http://www.carterproducts.com/

They have just about everything you need for your bandsaw. Note,
though, that they also sell products for almost all bandsaws on the
market. Be careful when selecting product. If in doubt, call them
and describe your bandsaw and what you’re trying to accomplish
and have them suggest solutions. Carter products are available in
Canada at many suppliers. I would think that there would be
vendors in most corners of the world.



Then... there’s Matthias

Wandel. 

He has taken the 14" import
and created a shop-made
version, not once, twice!
Here’s a see-through.

The first time I saw this was
on the forum and I wanted
to know how he worked out
flexing of the neck. Here’s a
quote of Matthias’s
comments:

“The completed frame is

quite light, under 30 pounds

(15 kg) in weight, which

makes the bandsaw easy to

move. When I measured

how much the fame flexed

from tensioning the blade, I

found that it was stiffer than

the frame on my cast iron

bandsaw.

This may seem a little surprising, but consider the following

figures I gathered from the internet:

Material    Young's modulus

Steel         200 GPA

Cast iron    80 GPA

Pine           9 GPA in the grain direction

Young's modulus is a measure of stiffness for a material. The

figures for cast iron can vary, and for wood they can vary a lot.

Overall though, steel is 22 times stiffer than wood. But cast iron is

only nine times stiffer than wood. So a member with nine times

the cross-sectional area of cast iron will be as stiff. Spreading the

cross sectional area over a wider area also helps, and my wooden

beam is a fair bit wider.”

Just in case you think this is a joke,
lookee here! Here’s one built by one
of the forum members. Here are his
comments:

“There were so many cuts at first, a

king size puzzle at best It was a

challenge through out ! ! Trying to

convert everything from metrics to

"English" (pun intended) was fun.

After that it was cutting and labelling.

It finally got together with

considerable thought. Our standard

lumber sizes (Az.) takes some

thought. I can see the simplicity in

the metric system (only if you are

raised with it ) I am pushing 82 rather

hard at this point and they didn't

teach metrics in my class. I should

have gone to Harry Sins' school. I

hope Harry isn't upset with my pun. The plans provided are great,

but for some reason or condition I made some small changes. The

biggest change was to make the top wheel cover round instead of

using angles the way the plans showed, some extra work but

worth while... The saw is all wood except for the bearings and

various fasteners The wheels are made of ½" (3) laminated, glued,

trued and balanced. They also have a bicycle tire inner tube, cut

through the length from the inside and stretched over the wheel

that has a very slightly round surface, a little alignment (ha ha ha)

Lots of fun ! ! The saw is driven by a ½ HP evaporative cooler

motor that I have been trying to find a use for. Finally the paint job.

My major tools are Ridged & Porter Cable, so the colors are

Orange and Black The bandsaw works well, it has a 15½" throat

capacity, 7½” height to the blade guide; remove said guide

creates a 10" capacity.

I couldn’t say it better!



Vendor model throat size motor table base wheels speeds riser

Elephant
brand

WA-14 14" 1 HP 14"x14" closed/op
en/partial

aluminum 3 6" optional

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/busybee-manuals/43452d1303008494-b227-aw14-m1-hung-li-hsing-14-bandsaw-aw14-m1.pdf
This is the original 1984 manual and is applicable to a large selection of brands. It was included with a BusyBee B227 (AW14-M1)

Porter Cable PCB330BS 14" 1 HP 16"x16" enclosed aluminum 2 not available?

http://servicenet.deltaportercable.com/Products/Detail?productNumber=PCB330BS#

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/porter-cable-manuals/43508d1303166416-pcb330bs-hung-li-hsing-14-import-portercable-pcb33
0bs.pdf

Delta 28-206 14" 1 HP 16"x16" open & 
enclosed
(optional)

aluminum 2 6" (#28-984)

http://servicenet.deltaportercable.com/Products/Detail?productNumber=28-206#

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/delta-manuals/42537d1300843210-28-206-bandsaw-hung-li-hsing-delta-a27894-28-206-28-276.p
df

Craftex CT015N 14.5" 1 HP 14"x14" enclosed aluminum 3 4" CT015EXT

http://www.busybeetools.com/product_manuals/CT015N.pdf

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/craftex-manuals/42536d1300842676-ct015n-bandsaw-hung-li-hsing-craftex-ct015n.pdf

BusyBee WA-14M 14" 3/4 HP 14"x14" partial? aluminum 3 6" included

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/busybee-manuals/43452d1303008494-b227-aw14-m1-hung-li-hsing-14-bandsaw-aw14-m1.pdf 

Grizzly G0555 14" 1 HP 14"x14" partial aluminum 2 6" H3051P

http://cdn3.grizzly.com/manuals/g0555_m.pdf,

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/grizzly-manuals/42538d1300843435-g0555-bandsaw-hung-li-hsing-grizzly-g0555_m.pdf

Grizzly G0555P 14" 1 HP 14"x14" open aluminum 2 6" H3051P

http://cdn3.grizzly.com/manuals/g0555p_m.pdf

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/grizzly-manuals/42539d1300843566-g0555p-bandsaw-hung-li-hsing-grizzly-g0555p_m.pdf



Vendor model throat size motor table base wheels speeds riser

Grizzly G0555X 14" 1½ HP 20"x14" closed iron 1 6" H3051P

http://cdn8.grizzly.com/manuals/g0555x_m.pdf, 

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/grizzly-manuals/42540d1300843756-g0555x-bandsaw-hung-li-hsing-grizzly-g0555x_m.pdf

Grizzly G0580 14" 3/4 HP 14"x14" open aluminum 1? 6" H7316

http://cdn7.grizzly.com/manuals/g0580_m.pdf

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/grizzly-manuals/42542d1300844012-g0580-bandsaw-hung-li-hsing-grizzly-g0580_m.pdf

Jet JWBS-14DXPRO 14" 1¼ HP 15"x15" closed 2 6" included

http://content.wmhtoolgroup.com/manuals/710116K_man.pdf

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/jet-manuals/42547d1300845011-710116-bandsaw-hung-li-hsing-jet-710116k_man.pdf

Jet JWBS-14CS 14" 1 HP 15"x15" closed aluminum 1 Wilton Part #5782181

http://content.wmhtoolgroup.com/manuals/708115K_man.pdf

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/jet-manuals/42546d1300844873-708115k-bandsaw-hung-li-hsing-jet-708115k_man.pdf

Jet JWBS-14MW 14" 1 HP 15"x15" closed cast iron 3 Wilton Part #5782181

the JWBS-14MW is a JWBS-14CS with a kit to move to add pullies for 3 speeds and cast iron wheels. 

Jet WBS-14OS 14" 3/4 HP 16"x16" open aluminum 1 Wilton Part #5782181

http://content.wmhtoolgroup.com/manuals/708115K_man.pdf

Powermatic PWBS-14CS 14" 1½ HP 15"x15" closed cast iron 1 6" Wilton Part #5782181

http://content.powermatic.com/manuals/M_1791216K.pdf

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/powermatic-manuals/43368d1302651436-powermatic-model-pwbs14-14-bandsaw-pwbs14.pdf

Ridgid BS1400 14" 3/4 HP
TEFC
induction 

14"x14" open aluminum 1 n/a?

http://www.ridgid.com/ASSETS/75F0D67B60594EE78CC0C82FA864F7F5/BS14002_292_Man.pdf

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/ridgid-manuals/42201d1299783617-bs1400-band-saw-bs14002_292_eng.pdf



Vendor model throat size motor table base wheels speeds riser

Steel City 50100/50100G 14" 1½ HP 16"x16"
cast iron

closed cast iron 2 6" Pt. # 50400

http://www.steelcitytoolworks.com/products/50100/50100_manual.pdf
http://www.steelcitytoolworks.com/products/50100G/50100G_manual.pdf

Steel City 50125 14" 3/4 HP 14"x14"
granite

closed aluminum 1 6" Pt. # 50400

http://www.steelcitytoolworks.com/products/50125/50125_manual.pdf

Steel City 50130 14" 1½HP 16"x16"
granite

closed cast iron 
& granite!

2 Riser included

http://www.steelcitytoolworks.com/products/50130/50130_manual.pdf

King Canada KC-1401FX & HD 14" 3/4HP 14"x14" Open aluminum 1 6"? KW-034/KW-049

http://www.kingcanada.com/Files/KC-1401HD_manual-eng.pdf

http://www.kingcanada.com/Files/KC-1401FX_service_manual.pdf - excellent parts blowup

http://www.kingcanada.com/Files/KC-1401HD.pdf - upgraded table - excellent parts blowup

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/king-tool-manuals/43518d1303168611-kc1401fx-hd-14-inch-import-bandsaw-kc-1401hd_manual
-eng.pdf

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/king-tool-manuals/43519d1303168696-kc1401fx-hd-14-inch-import-bandsaw-kc-1401fx_manual-
eng.pdf

King Canada KC-1433FXR 14" 1HP 14"x14" closed aluminum 3 6" KW-049

http://www.kingcanada.com/Files/KC-1433FX_R_manual-eng.pdf

http://www.kingcanada.com/Files/KC-1433FX.pdf

http://www.kingcanada.com/Files/KC-1433FXR.pdf

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/king-tool-manuals/43520d1303169006-kc-1433fxr-14-inch-import-bandsaw-kc-1433fx_r_manual-
eng.pdf

Woodstock/
ShopFox

W1706 14" 1HP 14"x14" closed aluminum 2 6" D3348 complete kit



Vendor model throat size motor table base wheels speeds riser

http://www.woodstockint.com/SHOP-FOX-1-HP-14-Bandsaw/W1706/ follow link for manual

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/shop-fox-manuals/43521d1303169234-w1706-14-import-bandsaw-hung-li-hsing-w1706_m.pdf

Woodstock/
Steelex

St1000 14" 3/4 HP 14"x14" open aluminum 1

http://www.woodstockint.com/Steelex-14-Bandsaw-/ST1000/

Central
Machinery

67595 14" 1HP 14"x14" open aluminum 4 listed in manual but no size
or part #

http://manuals.harborfreight.com/manuals/67000-67999/67595.pdf includes parts diagram

Frejoth Model 823-01-01 14" 14"x14" half open aluminum

This is physically identical to the BusyBee WA-14M. The switch is on the base, two wheel cover knobs per cover. This is/was sold by
Luke’s Machinery Co. Ltd, Winnipeg and Saskatoon. http://www.lukesmachinery.com/14-Frejoth-Bandsaw.html

thesawshop.
com

painted white and
blue

14" 3/4 HP ? 14"x14" half open aluminum 2 ? switch is on the base

The SawShop sold a version of this saw, painted blue and white. It was current in 2006 but they no longer sell it. They refer me to General
90-140 for parts quoting that “they are very similar” later changed to “the same saw.”

Timbecon/

Sherwood

MJ-3435-W 345mm,
13.58"

3/4 HP
550W

350x355

14"x14"

half open aluminum 4 switch is on the base

http://www.timbecon.com.au/details/14in-universal-bandsaw-8616.aspx - no online manual - note it is identical to AW-14 from the 1980s.

General 90-060 M1 12" ½ HP 13"x13" open aluminum 2

http://www.general.ca/pg_index/manuals/90-060e.pdf - table telescopes out by as much as 1/3.

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/general-tools-manuals/42530d1300835371-90-060e-bandsaw-hung-li-hsing-general-90-060e.pdf

General 90-125M1 14" 1 HP 16"x16" closed aluminum 2 6" #90-130

http://www.general.ca/pg_index/manuals/90-125e.pdf - 24"x24" table optional

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/general-tools-manuals/42531d1300835485-90-125e-hung-li-hsing-bandsaw-general-90-125e.pdf

General 90-140M1 14" 1HP 16"x16" closed aluminum 2 6" #90-130A



Vendor model throat size motor table base wheels speeds riser

http://www.general.ca/pg_index/manuals/90-140e.pdf

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/general-tools-manuals/42532d1300835630-90-140e-hung-li-hsing-bandsaw-general-90-140e.pdf

General 90-200M1 15" 1½ HP 16"x16" closed cast iron 2 6"

http://www.general.ca/pg_index/manuals/90-200e.pdf

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/general-tools-manuals/42533d1300835760-90-200e-bandsaw-hung-li-hsing-general-90-200e.pdf

Note: this may not be a Hung Li Hsing but it is almost identical except it is 15" and the upper wheel support and neck structure is quite
different. However, one of the pictures on Hung Li Hsing resembles this saw. It also uses the same upper wheel adjustment block and
method that all of the other saws use.

RaM-
Machinery

121D 14" 3/4 HP
60 cycle
1720 rpm

14"x14"? ½ open aluminum 4 unknown

manufactured in 1987 - see http://www.routerforums.com/tools-woodworking/27493-ram-bandsaw.html#post229108 for pictures. Use the
Harbour Freight/Central Machinery 4 speed manual and the AW14 manual. Should be suitable for metal and wood with the appropriate
blades.

The “Riser”

A “riser” is used to increase the vertical capacity of the saw. The
basic 14" bandsaw has the capacity to cut 6" thick wood, add the
6" riser and you can cut blocks up to 12" thick. 

Note than the “riser” kits don’t just include a riser block but also an
extension rod, 2 blade guards and a bolt to replace the stock short
bolt. What is not included are shims in the slight chance you
should need them. Some kits will include a new blade given that
the size will change when you add the riser. Don’t forget that you
now have to replace (usually) all of your blades. You’re not going
to remove that riser easily. When I did mine, I ended up taking
everything off the upper part of the frame and it was still a pig to
muscle around. If you can, grab a friend to help with the weight.

Note: the King Canada riser is a complete kit and should fit all the
bandsaws above. I believe it is a 6". The ShopFox riser kit is also
complete and it is a 6" “extension block kit.”

Readers in the United States can find riser blocks at Rockler. Item
Number 11625 is Jet 708717 riser kit for $114.99 (US April 6, 2011)
and Item Number 22704 is Delta 28-984 riser for $149.99 (US April
6, 2011). If you attempt to mount these risers on your saw there is
a good bet either would fit. That said, be sure you can return the
merchandise for no penalty if it
doesn’t exactly fit your saw.

Things that can go wrong:

This is the “Upper Wheel
Sliding Bracket.” It is cast from
soft metal. When I bought
mine this was completely
toast. It was broken in spots
and cracked in other places.
This is the master of the
machine. If this is in any way



compromised, the machine is useless. Fortunately, they’re not
expensive – $301

This is the “Upper Wheel Shaft
Hinge.” This is what adjusts the
upper wheel pitch that keeps the
wheel properly aligned and the blade
sitting properly on the tire.

It mounts on the back side of the
Upper Wheel Sliding Bracket, above.
If the bracket is damaged, figure this
is compromised too. Take a long
hard look before trusting it. 

There are two bearings for the top
wheel and two bearings for the
bottom wheel. These bearings are
not easy to set into place. I made a

mistake with the bottom wheel, I took a softwood block and used it
to tap the bearing into place. This was a big mistake. The bearings
have metal or plastic seals on them. When I used the wood block,
it distorted and pushed in the seal on one of the bottom wheel
bearings. That bearing was toast. 

All in all, on my machine, I stripped it down completely, cleaned it
from one end to the other. I replaced the bearings throughout, new
tires, the Upper wheel bracket and hinge, and a selection of new
blades. I realigned the upper frame at the riser. I also put on a pair
of link belts. I have the three-speed wood/metal version.

Note that there are two belts and a tyre between the motor and the
blade. That’s three points where slippage can occur. If you’re
experiencing slippage, make sure all your belts are tight enough.

Maintenance:

http://www.suffolkmachinery.com have two articles dealing with
the use of bandsaws and their maintenance. This is a must read. If,
for some reason “important – did you know” and “six rules of

sawing” are not on the site or the site has disappeared, I have kept
a copy for my own reference. Let me know and I’ll upload it to the
forum for your reference. In the mean time, you have the URL,
above.

1 April 13, 2011 Canadian Dollars.



Pricing: 

Brand Model # Price Where $

BusyBee WA-14M too old to price

Steel City 50100/50100G no longer available

Ridgid BS1400 $375.20 HomeDepot Canada Cdn

King Canada KC-1401FX & HD $469.00 Cdn

King Canada KC-1433FXR $599.00 Cdn

Craftex CT015N $649.00 BusyBee Cdn

Delta 28-206 $839.00 BusyBee Cdn

General 90-125M1 $899.99 Cdn

Powermatic PWBS-14CS $1,119.00 Cdn

Woodstock/ Steelex St1000 $345.00 Toolsandmure.us US

Central Machinery 67595 $369.99 Harbour Freight US

Grizzly G0580 $395.00 Grizzly US

Porter Cable PCB330BS $399.00 Lowes US

Grizzly G0555P $425.00 Grizzly US

Grizzly G0555 $450.00 Grizzly US

Steel City 50125 $499.95 Amazon US

Jet WBS-14OS $509.99 Amazon US

Jet JWBS-14CS $577.99 Amazon US

General 90-060 M1 $599.99 Amazon US

Grizzly G0555X $695.00 Grizzly US

Woodstock/ ShopFox W1706 $699.00 Amazon US

General 90-140M1 $730.00 Keim Lumber US

Jet JWBS-14DXPRO $764.99 Amazon US

Steel City 50130 $799.99 Amazon US

Jet JWBS-14MW $899.00 Amazon US

General 90-200M1 $1,599.99 Amazon US



http://www.routerforums.com/starting-off/4124-any-bandsaw-experts.html#post39089 According to the posting, this is a 1985 1HP 14" Ram Machinery
band saw sold on Craigslist, Feb 17, 2007. Possible model # RAM-machinery, Model 0067 with a 93½” blade. Made in Taiwan.

Please note, images and links in this essay are for credit purposes only and do not constitute copyright infringement. Prices were quoted as at March 17,
2011. 

Text & Research copyright Ron Woodall, Québec, Canada 2010, 2011


